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Deprivation
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Citizenship.
 woman who is a citizen of the United Kingdom and Colonies
also possesses another citizenship, she will be free to renounce
her citizenship of the United Kingdom by registering a declaration,
as can any other citizen of the United Kingdom (s. 19).
The Home Secretary both in the case of applications for natural-
isation and those for registration where he is given a statutory dis-
cretion has the right to refuse an application without giving any
reasons. Nor can his refusal be called in question in any court
of law, though he can, of course, be questioned in Parliament.
The nationality laws of the other States of the British Common-
wealth are determined exclusively by their own Parliaments. The
scheme of legislation which has been adopted by agreement is that
each State shall define its own citizens and shall declare those
citizens to be British subjects or Commonwealth citizens, at its
option. Thus the legislation of most, but not all States, which have
passed nationality statutes up to the present contain a common
clause, the substantial effect of which is to ensure that all persons
recognised as British subjects or Commonwealth citizens shall be so
recognised throughout the Commonwealth; see e.g., s. 1 of the
British Nationality Act, 1948.
It is only persons who have acquired the status of citizenship by
registration or by naturalisation who can be deprived of citizenship
of the United Kingdom and Colonies. Apart from the case of re-
vocation of registration or of a certificate of naturalisation on the
ground that it has been obtained by fraud (s. 20 (2)), a provision to
which reference has been made in relation to alien women marrying
citizens of the United Kingdom, the Home Secretary may revoke
letters of naturalisation granted to aliens or British protected persons,
but not the registration of citizens of other States in the Common-
wealth, if he is satisfied that such a person—
 (a)	has shown himself by act or speech to be disloyal or disaffected
towards Her Majesty; or
 (b)	has, during any war in which Her Majesty was engaged, un-
lawfully traded or communicated with an enemy or been
engaged in or associated with any business that was to his
knowledge carried on in such a manner as to assist an enemy
in that war; or
 (c)	has within five years after becoming naturalised been sentenced
in any country to imprisonment for a term of not less than
twelve months (s. 20 (3)).
Other provisions relate to naturalised citizens who reside con-
tinuously for seven years and upwards in foreign countries (s. 20 (4)).
The Home Secretary may only exercise his powers of deprivation
if be as satisfied that it is not conducive to the public good that a

